A travel time prediction algorithm scalable to large freeway networks with many nodes with arbitrary travel routes is proposed. Instead of constructing separate predictors for individual routes, it first predicts the whole future space-time field of travel times and then traverses the required subsection of the predicted travel time field to compute the travel time estimate for the requested route. Compared with the traditional approach that offers the same flexibility, the proposed method substantially reduces the storage and computation time requirements, at the relatively small computational cost at the time of actual prediction. We first establish that travel times computed by traversing travel time fields are compatible with more direct measurements of travel times from a vehicle re-identification technique based on electronic toll collection tags. This provides a conceptual justification of the proposed approach. When applied to loop data from an 8-mile section of the I-80 freeway, the proposed approach with time-varying coefficient (TVC) linear regression model as the component predictor not only improves the baseline historical travel time predictor substantially with 40~60 % reduction in prediction error, but also improves the route predictor using the same TVC regression model, with 6~9% reduction in error. The result suggests that the proposed approach achieves scalability but also improves prediction accuracy, both of which are critical for successful deployment of advanced travelers information system (ATIS) for large freeway networks.
INTRODUCTION
Effective prediction of travel times is critical for Advanced Traveler Information Systems (ATIS). For such functions as trip planning and dynamic route guidance of ATIS, one wants an accurate short-term prediction of the time it takes for a driver from an origin to arrive at a destination, for a trip that begins at a future time, based on current traffic conditions and historical data. The data for such prediction could be either directly observed travel times from probe vehicles or some other vehicle re-identification technique, or more commonly, from ubiquitous inductance loop detectors.
Many algorithms have been developed for the short-term forecasting of travel time or other traffic variable, with varying degree of success. The methods employed include artificial neural networks (1, 2) , multivariate linear regression and tree method (3), time-varying coefficient linear regression (4), ARIMA models (5), support vector machine regression (6) , among others. See (1) and (4) for additional biographies.
The algorithms developed so far all share the implicit characteristic that the route in question must be predefined. We will say that such algorithms take the 'whole-route' approach. With the whole-route approach, a prediction algorithm is trained and applied separately for individual routes, regardless of how much different routes overlap with each other. As the number of routes increases, such an approach leads to ever-increasing computation time to train the algorithm and the memory to store the fitted model coefficients.
For a freeway network with N 'nodes,' each of which can be an origin or destination of a trip, there are N C 2 = N(N-1)/2 possible routes when an origin-destination pair uniquely specifies a route. (Note that for many real freeway networks, there are multiple routes corresponding to a single origin-destination pair.) Freeway on-and off-ramps can serve as partitioning points for devising such nodes. For major urban freeway networks with hundreds, if not thousands of nodes, the number of possible routes increases rapidly: for N=100, the number of possible routes is 4,950 and for N=1,000, it is 499,500! Therefore, in practical implementations of travel time prediction, the system usually provides predictions for only a small number of pre-determined 'popular' routes, but such ad-hoc approach is far from satisfactory if one aims to build flexible AITS that accommodates travel time query for arbitrary routes.
In this paper, we propose an algorithm that predicts travel times for arbitrary routes with computation and storage needs increasing only linearly in N, i.e., the algorithm is 'scalable' in the number of nodes in the freeway network. The algorithm consists of the following steps: (1) The freeway network is partitioned into short segments, in each of which one can observe travel time and other predictor variables; (2) The prediction algorithm is trained on individual segments; (3) For a particular route, the future travel time series is predicted for individual segments comprising the route; and (4) The final prediction of travel time for the whole route is obtained by traversing the predicted travel time field.
Details of the algorithm are presented in Section 2. In Section 3, the algorithm is applied to a real freeway site and its performance is evaluated and compared with other methods. Section 4 summarizes the results and concludes the paper.
METHODS
Consider a route along a freeway section with M links indexed j=1,…, M from upstream to downstream, with individual link length L j . At time slice i=1,…,T of day d=1,…,D, the link speed and travel time v d (i,j) and
are observed, for example from inductance loop detector data or from a vehicle re-identification technique. In addition, one may observe other variables like flow q d (i,j) and occupancy o d (i,j), for each link. We will drop the index d below when discussing a single day.
General Travel Time Prediction Model
Let t(a) be the travel time over the route when the trip starts at time a. The information available at time a is {(
and these quantities are used as variables for predicting t(a) or t(a+∆) for some time lag ∆>0, so called 'prediction headway.' Most travel time prediction algorithms formulate the task in a regression model
where g is a regression function and C>0 is such that t(a-C) is already observed at time a. (Note that t(a) cannot be computed from the information available at time a. See the section below explaining 'travel time field traversing.') Also, the error term e follows a distribution with mean zero.
Algorithms differ only in the specification of the shape of the function g and the method of finding the function that best fits the data. For example, (3) considered a model linear in link flow and occupancy:
is considered in (4) , where the 'current travel time predictor' t*(a) is defined as
Note that unlike t(a), t*(a) can be computed at time a.
Travel Time Field Traversing (TTFT) and the Proposed Algorithm
Our algorithm, instead of fitting a single function g unique to the route, predicts the whole spacetime field of travel time {t(i,j), i=a,a+1,…,a+A, j=1,..,M} for some A. We call such entities "travel time fields (TTF)." If one knows TTF for a sufficiently large A, the travel time over the whole route can be computed by 'TTF-traversing (TTFT).' This means that for each link in the route we calculate the time it takes to traverse that segment and then get the speed for the next segment at the time that we arrive at that segment and keep traversing until the whole route is covered. To explain the process more precisely, let s index continuous time and let s i be the beginning of the ith time slice. Also let ∆s be the duration of individual time slice. Similarly, let x index continuous location along the freeway and let x j be the beginning of the jth link. Thus L j =x j+1 -x j . For ease of exposition, suppose the trip starts at time i=1. The trip begins at time-space pair (s,x)=(t 1 ,x 1 ). Either of two things can happen: (i) t(1,1)<∆s, i.e. the traveler escapes the timespace 'cell' (1,1) at time t (1, 1) and resumes at (s,x)=(t(1,1), x 2 ); or (ii) t(1,1)>∆s, i.e. the current travel time 'expires' at s=∆s and the traveler resumes at (s,x)=(∆s, ∆sL 1 /t(1,1)) (since the length of the trip so far is ∆s×v(1,1) and the relation (1) applies). In either case, one resumes with the new (s,x) and the new travel time, either t(1,2) in case (i) or t(2,1) in case (ii). One repeats this process until one reaches the destination x=x M+1 . See Figure 1 for the illustration of TTFT.
To summarize, our algorithm comprises the following steps: The first two steps constitute the training stage and the last two the prediction stage.
Storage and Computation Time Considerations
Thus, one needs to build a predictor for each of N nodes/links which requires storage space C 1 N and computation time C 2 N to train the predictor, for some constants C 1 and C 2 . As we noted earlier, if one tries to achieve the same flexibility (all link can become the origin or destination of a route), the whole-route approach would require C 1 N(N-1)/2 and C 2 N(N-1)/2 storage and computation time, respectively, assuming the same predictor is used for both approaches. The ratio of the storage and computation requirements of the two approaches is (N-1)/2, so the larger is the network, the greater the savings in storage and computation time one achieves by the proposed approach.
On the other hand, the actual prediction takes more storage and computation time for the new approach. For most methods, the whole-route prediction takes negligible time. But the two-step computation of the proposed approach (first predict the TTF and then traverse the field) can potentially take much more time. But much of the extra storage and computation can be relieved by some form of batch processing, i.e., produce the TTF for all links at each time regardless of the routes queried and walk down the part of pre-computed TTF as necessary. Such approach makes sense especially when an ATIS system receives lots of queries for many different routes, which would be usually the case for successfully deployed ATIS systems.
ANALYSIS
We apply the algorithm to 8.734 mile section of eastbound I-80 freeway in the San Francisco Bay Area. The route spans three East Bay cities, Albany, Richmond and Pinole and experiences recurrent congestion from commuting traffic in the afternoon and evening. There are 13 vehicle detector stations (VDS) along the route, the first (VDS ID 401238) and the last (VDS ID 400856) located at absolute postmiles 12.850 to 20.956 respectively. We obtain 5-minute flow and occupancy data from PeMS (7) 
Comparison with Tag Travel Times
The loop data do not give travel times over the whole route and we will compute them from the TTF obtained above by TTF traversing. One could question the validity of using such 'indirect' travel times as the ground truth. Fortunately, we could evaluate the validity of the travel time data, at least partly, using a more direct travel time measurements from electronic tag based vehicle re-identification. The electronic vehicle identification tags are originally used for FasTrak electronic toll collection (ETC) system in Bay Area (8) .
At the beginning and end of our route, tag readers (antennas) are mounted and by matching the (scrambled) vehicle IDs observed at both antennas and using the timestamps associated with the matched vehicle IDs, travel times for the vehicles over the route were collected. We cannot use these supposedly more accurate tag travel time data for our main study since they are available for only a few days but there is one day for which both tag travel times and our travel times are available. The two travel time series and the errors of our travel times (if we treat the tag travel times as the ground truth) are shown in Figure 2 .
Since vehicles exhibit different, though similar, travel times even with the same departure time, a smooth curve is fit to the departure-time vs. individual tag travel time data via local polynomial regression called LOESS (9) with degree two, span=0.02 and symmetric error distribution, to obtain average tag travel times for each departure time.
The top plot shows the two travel time series match quite well. TTF traversing estimates follow the tag travel times throughout the afternoon time period that exhibits diverse traffic condition, with travel time ranging from 10 to as much as 30 minutes. The bottom plot shows that the error is less than 1 minute for free flow time period (about 10% of the free flow time period) and is mostly contained within ± 3 minute during congestion. The good match of the two confirms that travel time data from TTF traversing is a good a source for validation of travel time prediction methods, though direct measurements like the ETC-tag travel times, when available, would be more desirable.
Another implication of this comparison is that the proposed approach, which itself relies heavily on TTF traversing as a key component for prediction, makes sense at the conceptual level. If the two did not match well, one could not expect this 'indirect' approach to work well for the task of predicting travel time for the whole route.
Time-Varying Coefficient (TVC) Linear Model and Micro-T*
In our approach, any method can be used as the individual predictor g j for each link j. In our current application, we will use the time-varying coefficient model as in (4). As shown above, for the whole route, the model is t(a+∆) = α(a,∆)+ β(a,∆)t*(a)+e (9) where the t*(a) is the current travel time predictor. For link j, the model is t j (a+∆) = α j (a,∆)+ β j (a,∆)t j *(a)+e (10) and the current travel time predictor t j *(a) is nothing else but the actual travel time t j (a) itself.
The particular functional form of the parameters α j (a,∆) and β j (a,∆) other than their being smooth in both time a and the lag ∆ is not specified. The parameters are estimated from the historical data set over a set of days D. The coefficients are found by minimizing
(a-i).
(11) where w(.) is a smooth weight function strictly decreasing in |a-i|. See (10) for details. In our application, we let w(.) takes on values 1, 2, 4, 2, and 1 as the time difference ranges over -10, -5, 0, 5, and 10 minutes and zero outside ± 10 minute window. The predicted travel time will be denoted t(a+∆;a).
We apply the proposed approach with TVC as a component predictor and call it the 'micro-T*' travel time predictor. We will compare it with (a) the whole-route prediction with the same TVC predictor, which we will call the T* predictor, and (b) the baseline historical travel time predictor t hist (a+∆)= ∑ d∈D t(a+∆)/|D|, (12) which will call the 'historical-T.' Note that (4) applied T* predictor to various sites and confirmed that the performance of the algorithm was satisfactory up to ∆=30 minute. It was shown to improve both historical-T and t*(a) significantly.
Sample Splitting and Measure of Performance
For objective and accurate evaluation of performance of the algorithms, we split the data into training and test data sets, each consisting of 20 and 39 days. The data from 20 training days, which were selected randomly from the original 59 days, are used only for fitting the model and computing the parameters. It corresponds to D in (11). The test data from the other 39 days are used to run the actual prediction and calculate the performance measure of the algorithms. We call this set of test days D'. The travel time series are shown for each data set in Figure 3 .
As a measure of performance for time a of day and lag ∆, we use the Mean Absolute Error (MAE) and Mean Absolute Relative Error (MARE) defined by
MAE(a,∆)=∑ d∈D' |t(a+∆)-t(a+∆;a)|/|D'| (minute), and (13) MARE(a,∆)=∑ d∈D' |(t(a+∆)-t(a+∆;a))/ t(a+∆)|/|D'|*100 (%),
(14) respectively.
Results
We apply the algorithm for three lags ∆=0, 15, and 30 minutes into the future with the current time a ranging from noon to 9 PM. (Morning traffic is mostly free flow and is not interesting for the study site.) Figure 4 shows the prediction performance of three algorithms against the departure time a+∆. Note the error of historical-T stays constant for different ∆. Both T* and micro-T* perform much better than baseline historical-T over all three prediction headways. Of course, such improvement in prediction accuracy decreases as ∆ increases but the improvement is still substantial even at ∆=30 minute. Also note the variability of prediction accuracy over time of day a: all methods perform 'best' during non-peak hours, when things are least interesting, and worst during peak hours when the travel time is most variable over different days (see Figure  3 ).
During the time period between 2 and 4 PM, T* perform quite poorly, even more so than historical-T, which seems to be caused by a few outliers in the data, exhibiting erratic behavior during that time period. Also, though the difference is not strikingly large, micro-T* performs better than T* most of times. Averaging MAE and MARE over peak period between 4 and 6 PM, we can summarize the worst-case performance of each algorithm by a single number. The worst-case errors of the algorithms are shown in Figure 5 and Table 1 . For ∆=0, while MAE of historical-T is 4.22 minutes, those of T* and micro-T* are 1.62 and 1.47 minutes each. Thus, T* reduces the MAE of historical-T by 62%. The reduction in MAE from T* to micro-T* is 9.3%. A similar trend is observed for higher ∆; for ∆=15 and 30 minutes, the reductions in MAE from historical-T to T* are 49% and 41% respectively, and those from T* to micro-T* are 8.8% and 6.4%, respectively. We can observe similar trends in MARE as well.
To summarize, both T* and micro-T* are substantially better than historical-T, even for 30-minute ahead prediction. Also, the proposed micro-T* approach, which scales nicely for large freeway networks with arbitrary routes, improves the whole-route T* prediction by more than 5%.
CONCLUSION
We presented a new travel time prediction approach, which predicts the whole travel time field first and then traverses the predicted travel time field to compute the travel time estimate for any route. The method scales nicely for large freeway networks with arbitrary routes.
We first established that travel times computed by TTF traversing are compatible with more direct measurements of travel times, in this case from vehicle re-identification based on ETC tags. This provides conceptual justification of the proposed method as well as an assurance that the loop data set used for study, whose travel times are also obtained by TTF traversing, is valid.
When applied to an 8-mile section of I-80 freeway, the proposed approach with VTC as a component predictor, named micro-T* predictor, not only improves the baseline historical-T substantially, but also improves the whole-route T* prediction with 6~9% less errors for various prediction headways. Though the scope of the study is not extensive, the present work suggests that the proposed approach achieves not only the scalability but also an improvement in prediction accuracy.
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